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1. Introduction 
Let { Y(t), ---CO < t < 00) = {X,(t), --OO < t < 00)~~~ be a sequence of independent 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) processes with coefficients yk and hk, i.e., X,( .) is a 
stationary, mean zero Gaussian process with EX,(s)X,( t) = ( yk/hk) exp(-hklt - sl) 
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( yk, hk > 0, k = 1,2,. . . ). The process Y( .) was introduced by Dawson [lo] as the 
stationary solution of the infinite array of stochastic differential equations 
dX,( t) = -hkXk( t) dr + (2y,J”* d W,( t), 
where { W,(t), --co < t < co} are independent Wiener processes. 
(1.1) 
Infinite dimensional OU processes have been extensively studied in the literature 
since the appearance of Dawson [lo]. Their importance comes from their frequent 
appearance in many different areas of pure and applied mathematics. Naturally 
enough they continued to play a role in the study of stochastic differential equations 
as for example in Dawson [ 111, Ricciardi and Sacerdote [30], Walsh [38], Antoniadis 
and Carmona [l] and It8 [ 191. They also appeared in constructive quantum field 
theory (cf., e.g. Carmona [3] and Gross [14]), in the study of infinite particle systems 
(cf. Holley and Stroock [15]) and of infinite dimensional diffusions as in It& [19], 
Kuo [22], Piech [29], Stroock [37] and Schmuland [33]. 
Walsh presented a mathematical model for neural response in [38] and investigated 
many analytic properties of the processes he introduced. One of the processes of 
interest in his study is the infinite series of the independent OU coordinate processes 
of Y( . ), namely the process X( . ) defined by 
{X(i),-m<t<co}= f X,(t),-co<t<cc , 
k=l I (1.2) 
where the X,(e) are as in (1.1). 
The main aim of this exposition is to study the path properties of the process 
X( . ). The latter is obviously an almost surely finite Gaussian random variable for 
each fixed t, with mean zero and variance CT=, (rj/Aj), provided we assume the 
finiteness of this series. However, under the latter condition only, X(l) does not 
necessarily exist as an almost surely continuous Gaussian process in t E R (cf. Remark 
2.1). We establish the existence and continuity of the process X( .) in Section 2. 
We study moduli of continuity properties of X( . ) in Section 4. In order to study 
these fine analytic properties of X(s), we first establish analogous properties for 
somewhat more general Gaussian processes in Section 3. 
Concerning related results, path properties of the two-time parameter Gaussian 
process 
{X(t,n),-co<t<oo,n=1,2 )... } 
= 
i 
i X,(t),-co<t<m,n=1,2 )... 
1 
(1.3) 
k=l 
with X,( .) as in (l.l), were studied by CsiirgB and Lin ([4] and [5]) and a special 
case of our general continuity result for X( .) was established by them in [6]. For 
some related results along similar lines we refer to Walsh [38]. Here the existence 
and continuity of the process X( .) in Section 2 will be explored via the process 
X( . , .) of (1.3). For the process Y( . j as in (1.1) it is known (cf. Iscoe and McDonald 
1171, Schmauland [31]) that if cF=‘=, Yk/hk<m and CT=‘=, yE/hk<CO, then Y( .) is 
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an almost surely continuous J2-valued process. Schmuland [32] showed that vari- 
ations of the latter condition also yield some Holder continuity results for Y( *) in 
P, as well as for the norm squared process x2(. ) = IF=‘=, X:( 1) of Y( . ). For exact 
P. Levy type moduli of continuity results for the latter ,y2 process we refer to Csorgo 
and Lin [6]. Iscoe, Marcus, McDonald, Talagrand and Zinn [ 161 gave nearly optimal 
conditions, and Fernique [13] established necessary and sufficient ones for the 
process Y( .) to be an almost surely continuous L2-valued process. For further 
related results we refer to Iscoe and McDonald [18]. 
2. Existence and continuity of infinite series of OU processes 
In this section we establish the existence and continuity of the process X( . ) of 
(1.2). For X(t) and X(t, n) of (1.2) and (1.3) we will write X( t, w) and X(t, n, w) 
respectively, whenever convenient for the sake of describing our results. 
Theorem 2.1. Assume that for some 6 > 0, 
j, ?k(log(~ k v e))““/& < 00. (2.1) 
Then X( t, n) + X(t) uniformly in t over any finite interval with probability one, i.e. 
for any E > 0, T > 0 and for almost all w E 0 there exists an integer n, = n,(&, T, w) 
such that 
sup jX(t, n, w)-X(t, w)(S E 
/+7 
whenever n > n,. 
(2.2) 
From (2.2) it follows immediately that the following corollary is also true. 
Corollary 2.1. Given condition (2.1), the Gaussian process {X(t), --CO< t <oo} of 
(1.2) is continuous with probability one. 0 
Remark 2.1. Clearly, X(t) is almost surely finite for each fixed t if C,:, ?,/A, <co. 
However, under the latter condition only, X(t) does not necessarily exist almost 
surely as a continuous stochastic process in t E R. Indeed, if for example we take 
A, = 22’ and -yj = A.i/j2, then C,“=, yj/Aj < 00, while a theorem of Darling and Erdos 
[9] (cf. Theorem 1.9.1 in Csiirgij and Rev&z [S]) implies that in the latter case 
lim P 
{ 
SUPIt/= Llxj( t)l 
,~ia (2(Yj,hj> log h;YS 1 -& = * I 
for any E > 0. Since ( y,/A,) log A, + 00 as j + 00, the latter statement implies that the 
sequence {X( t, n, w)} does not converge for almost all o E 0 as n + ~0. On the other 
hand, the almost sure continuity of X(t) in t E R’ is, of course, completely governed 
by Fernique’s well-known necessary and sufficient condition (see Remark 2.2 and 
Theorem 2.2). 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 will be based on the following result. 
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Lemma 2.1 (Fernique [12]). Let G(t) be a Gaussian process on [0, l] with 
EG2( t) < A2, 
E(G(~)-G(s))~~(C~~((~-S~) 
where + is assumed to be continuous and nonincreasing on [0, 11, and also such that 
I 
,/ $(e-“‘) dx < ~0. (2.3) 
Then for x 2 2 we have 
P 
m 
$(e-“) dy 
I 
SC e -YL’2 dy = (2rr)“‘C(l -Q(x)), 
where C is an absolute constant. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. In order to verify (2.2), on account of the It&Nisio theorem 
[20] (cf. also Jain and Marcus [21, Theorem 3.41) it suffices to prove that 
su~~+~lX(t, n) -X(r)1 = sup~~~<&~=)=,+, Xk(t)l converges to zero in probability as 
n + co. Thus we want to show that for any F > 0 we have 
:“ (2.4) 
The latter, in turn, will be established by showing that, under the condition (2.1), 
for any E > 0 and 0 < n < 1 there exists no = n,( e, 7) such that 
(2.5) 
whenever m > n 3 no. On letting 
X,,,(j) = X(t, m) -X(t, n) = i X,(r), (2.6) 
k=n+l 
we have that, for each m > n, the process {X,,,(t), --CO < t <co} is a stationary, mean 
zero Gaussian process with 
EX2,,,(0= i Yklhkr 
k=l?il 
(2.7) 
EX,,,(~K,,(s) = 5 (Yk/hk) exp(-~kit-si) 
k=n+l 
(2.8) 
and 
(2.9) 
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Now we want to apply Lemma 2.1 to the process X,,,,(t) in t over [-T, T], with 
m > n and T > 0 fixed. In order to be able to do this, we first show that, under the 
condition (2.1), we have 
i 
“e CC~_+, (~klAk)(l -ew-AkU)))“’ du <co 
9 
0 u(log( l/U))“’ 
(2.10) 
where the finiteness of the latter integral is equivalent to that of (2.3) with 
Ccl(u) = (2 ,_t, (YJAk)(l -exp(-Aku)) 
> 
‘/2 
. (2.11) 
We set 
K, = {k: Ak < u-“~}, K2 = {k: Ak 2 rY”*}. 
Then we have 
kE K, implies z (1 -ePhAu)G yku G u”*? (log(Ak v e))‘+’ 
I 
and 
k E K2 implies 
Consequently, we have 
rCr*(u) =2 kcf+, hklAk)(l -exp(-0)) 
n 
= 2 c + c 
keKln[n+l.m] ht Krn[n+l,m] > 
G 2(U”2+ (log U-I’*)-(‘+‘)) f rk (lOg(& V e))‘+“, 
k=n+l Ak 
and hence 
I/e ‘/2 
I 
‘/e (U “*+(log U ) -l/2 -(Its) l/2 
X 
1 
0 u(log( l/u))“” d” 
; h%(Ak v e))l+s)“27 (2.12) 
where D is the finite value of the indicated integral on the right-hand side of the 
first inequality of (2.12). 
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Now we are ready to apply Lemma 2.1 to show that (2.5) is true. Since the process 
{X,,,(t), ---CO< t <co} is a stationary Gaussian process, we have 
62(7-+l)P sup IX,,&)l>s 
I 
. (2.13) 
O%,G, 
With 
I/e au) 
U(log(l/u))‘/2 d” ’ 
where 
A = WZ,,nW”= ( k_t, ~klhk)“~, 
by Lemma 2.1 and (2.12) we obtain 
p 1 SUP Ixn.n(~)l> &OS,-, I 
E 
A+45~“~(u)/u(10g(l/u))“2 du 
= 77mn. 
Now the latter inequality and (2.13) yield 
Pjs;l~lx~,.(r)l>&}~Z(T+l)?..,.~~, 
whenever m > n z n,, on account of v,,,~ +O(n +OO) by condition (2.1). This also 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.1. 0 
Remark 2.2. Clearly, the process {X(t), --CO< t <a} of (1.2), whose existence is 
guaranteed by Theorem 2.1 is a stationary, mean zero Gaussian process with 
EX(t)X(s) = I? (%l&) exp(-AkIt -sl) (2.14) 
k=l 
and 
C2(S)=E(X(t+S)-X(t))2=2 -f (Yk/hk)(l-eXp(-AkS)), s> 0. 
k=l 
(2.15) 
We have already concluded also that almost all of its sample path functions are 
continuous under our condition (2.1) (cf. Corollary 2.1). This conclusion rhymes 
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very well with Corollary 2.5 in Jain and Marcus [21], a result of Fernique, which 
says that a stationary Gaussian process Y( . ) has almost surely continuous sample 
paths if and only if 
(2.16) 
and (TV = E( Y( t + u) - Y(t))* is an increasing function in u > 0. Indeed, combin- 
ing the latter condition with the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can easily obtain the 
following general result. 
Theorem 2.2. Let {Xk(t), --co< t <co}~=, be independent, almost surely continuous 
stationary Gaussian processes. Assume that a:(u)=E(X,(t+u)-X,(t))*, k= 
1,2, . . . are increasing functions in u > 0, and that 02(u) = IF=‘=, a;(u) < ~0, u > 0. 
Then X(t, n)=x,“=, X,(t)+X(t)=X(t,CO) as n + Co uniformly in t over any finite 
interval with probability one, i.e. for any F > 0, T > 0 and for almost all w E 0 there 
exists an integer n, = n,(e, T, w) such that 
supIX(t,n,w)-X(t,w)J~& 
alar= 7 
(2.17) 
whenever n 2 n,, , ifand only if the integral condition of (2.16) holds truefor ourpresent 
o(u). 0 
3. Moduli of continuity and large increments of some Gaussian processes 
In this section we will establish moduli of continuity and large increment properties 
for stationary increment Gaussian processes. The results we prove here are generaliz- 
ations of similar laws for the standard Wiener process by Csiirgii and Rev&z in [7] 
and [8]. Their two types of results are based on large deviation inequalities for 
increments of the standard Wiener process. We follow the same route here, and 
hence we first generalize their Lemmas 1.1.1 and 1.2.1 of [8] in the present context. 
These generalizations are designed to readily accommodate the stochastic process 
X( .) of (1.2) as well. 
In the last thirty or so years there have been many papers dealing with establishing 
almost sure upper bounds for the moduli of continuity of various Gaussian processes. 
For details we refer to Belyaev [2], Sirao and Watanabe [34], Marcus [23] and [24], 
Nisio [27], Marcus and Shepp [25], as well as to the references of these works. 
Our moduli of continuity results do not follow from those of the just mentioned 
papers. On the other hand, our large deviation laws are slightly more general than 
those of Ortega [28] and also fit the process X( *) better. The same holds in the 
latter context about possible, but weaker results which we could have derived for 
X( .) from Nisio [26]. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let {r(t), ---CO < t c ~0) be an almost surely continuous Gaussian process 
with Er( t) = 0 and 
E(T(t+s)-T(t))2=u2(s), (3.1) 
where we assume that (T’(S) is monotone non-decreasing in s. Then 
P 
1 
SUP SUP Ir(t+s)-_(t)laug(a+/R)+2 f Xj’T & 
0~lsT-a OS-sl‘2 j=O ( >I 
(3.2) 
for any positive T, a, xj and integer r where R = 2’. 
Proof. Following the proof of Lemma 1.1.1 of Csijrgo and RevCsz [8], for any 
positive real number t and integer r we let t, = [2’t]/2’ and write also R = 2’. Clearly, 
for each w E R and t, s, r fixed, we have 
GIr((t+S)l)-r(tr)l+ f Ir((t+s),+,+,)-r((t+s),,)I 
j=O 
+ f Ir(tr+j+l)-r(tr+,)l, 
j=O 
where in the second inequality the continuity of T( .) is used. Since 
sup ((t+s),-tl,lsa+R-‘, suP l(t+s)r+j+I -(t+S),+jls2m(‘+~+‘) ,,<.,=a O<s=a 
and 
I-((t+s),)-I’(t,) zN(O,c~‘((t+s),-t,)), 
we have, for any positive a, u, xj and integers r, j, the inequalities 
P 
1 
sup sup lT((t+s),)-r(t,)lau(T(a+l/R) 
OSl~T-a O<<S-rr 
C 2TR(Ra + 1) e-U2’2, 
P 
i 
sup sup IWt+s) 0GrsT-a ocsc-a r+j+I)-r((f+S)r+j)l~x~(T & ( >) 
as well as 
P 
1 
sup sup 
"crsT-oO<ssa 
Ir(t.+j+,)-r(r,+,)l~xja & 
( >l 
s2Te -x:/z r+,+, 2 . 
Hence we have also (3.2). 0 
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Lemma 3.2. Let {r(t), --CO< t < 00) be as in Lemma 3.1 and assume that o( .) is u 
regularly varying function at zero with a positive exponent, namely 
o(s) = s”L(s), (Y > 0, (3.3) 
where L( .) is slowly varying at zero, i.e. it is measurable, positive and 
lim L(As) 
-=1 forullh>O. 
F&O L(s) 
(3.4) 
Then for any E > 0 there exists a positive constant C = C(e) and 0 < h(e) < 1 such that 
P sup 
1 
sup (r(t+s)-P(t)l>vo(h) ~(C/h)e-“‘(‘+‘) 
I OsrGl-h O=\sh 
(3.5) 
for every positive v and 0 < h G h(e). 
Proof. First we note that for any given E>O we have o(Kh) = KOLhaL(Kh)s 
(l+e)KCLhaL(h)=(l+e)KOLa(h) with any fixed K>O if h is small enough. 
Moreover, it follows from the theory of regularly varying functions that for any 
E > 0 we have also a( Kh) G K”“(l+ E)q( h) uniformly in K E (0, 1) if h is small 
enough. Now consider (3.2) with a = h, T = 1, x, = (2j-t u~)“~, and let R of (3.2) 
be such that 2R > A/h 1 R, where A is a positive constant, to be specified later on. 
Then we have 
cc/ q(h) 
+2(1+s)j~oxJ(,42j)0 
OI cc 1 
+2(1 +a),zo (A2j)* I 
cn (2j)“2 
+2(1-t a)a(h) IO (A2j)e 
=u~(h)(l+a)[(l+$)“+$$]+2(l+a)&&, 
where 
as well as 
GE f L 
j=. 2Ja/2’ 
2R(Rh+l)e-“2’2+8R f 2’e’~‘2~(DA/h)e-“212+2~(A+l)e-U2/2 
j=O 
with D = 8 C,T=, (2/e)‘. Consequently (3.5) follows from (3.2) upon taking A large 
enough. q 
A similar proof results in the next inequality. 
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Lemma 3.3. Let {r(t), --CO< t <co} be as in Lemma 3.1 and assume that V(S) = 
S=IT, (s), s 2 0, for some (Y > 0, where (T,(S) is a non-decreasing function. Then for any 
e > 0 there exists a positive constant C = C(F) and 0 < a(e) such that 
P 
1 
sup sup Ir(t+S)-_(t)l>vcr(a) +C7-/a)e@(~+~) 
0s,s_?--a “sxra 1 
for every positive v and Q 2 a( E). 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let {r(t), --CO< t < ~0) be as in Lemma 3.1 and assume that there is 
CY > $ such that 
0 
for O<ss h. (3.6) 
Then 
whenever US (log(l/(3h)))“‘, where C, is a positive constant depending on CY. We 
can take C, = 1+4(log 2)-“‘(1 -2~(“-“2))-‘+2(1-2-fr)~‘. 
Proof. For any real number t > 0 and integer r 21,welet R=22’and t,=[tR]/R. 
We have 
+ : lT((r+s) ,+.,+l)-T((r+S)),+j)J 
j=O 
+ f p-(t ,+,+I) -m+,)l. 
,=O 
Since 
sup l(t+s),-+h+R-‘, 
(‘<~,Ch 
sup ~(t+S).+,+l-_(t+S),+j~~2-2’+‘, 
O--_T%tl 
we have, for any positive u, r, xj, h < 1 and integer j 2 0, 
P sup SUP (T((t+s),)-~(t,)l~ua(h+l/R) ~2R’e-“~“, 
,‘~r?,-h “SGSc-h I 
P 
1 
sup sup Imt+s) r+,+l)-~((t+S),+,)l~xja(2~2’+’ 
oz=,= I-h 05%r- h )I 
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as well as 
sup jr( tr+,+l) - r( t,+j)j 2 x~(T(~-“+’ 5 2 e-+/*2*‘+‘+‘. 
)I OG~GI-h Os:s=h 
Now let x, = (2r+it2+ u*)“* and R be such that R + 1s l/h s 2R. Then we have 
j=O j=O 
provided that r is large enough. Moreover, for u 2 (log( 1/3h))“‘, 
ucr(h+l/R)+2 f x,42-*‘+‘) 
j=O 
p= 2 
F2 
2u 
___ (r+j+2)/2su(r+,) 
+ (log 2)” j=O + (log 2)” j=lJ 
f 2-a(r+j) 
--a 
2m”’ ; 2-“, 
,=” 
0 4 
+(log2)l,2(1-2m 
,..-,,*,,-I( log&) -(ap”2) 
--CL 
Combining these estimators we obtain (3.7). 0 
In order to prove our moduli of continuity and large increment results for r( .) 
we need one more lemma, which is well-known. 
Lemma 3.5 (Slepian [35]). Let G(t) and G*(t) be Gaussian processes on IW+, 
possessing continuous sample path functions, with EG( t) = EG*( t) = 0, EG*( t) = 
EG**(t) = 1, and let p(s, t) and p*(s, t) be their respective covariance functions. 
Suppose that we have p(s, t) 2 p*(s, t), s, t E [w+. Then 
P Cl (3.8) 
OG,ST OG,S7- 
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First we state all our moduli of continuity and large increment results for T(. ) 
and then prove them also in this section afterwards. 
Theorem 3.1. Let {r(t), --co< t < a} be an almost surely continuous mean zero 
Gaussian process as in Lemma 3.1 and assume that a( .) of (3.1) is a regularly varying 
function at zero, as in Lemma 3.2. Then 
Iw++W)l 
(3.9) 
If; in addition, for any a < b < c < d we have also 
E(T(b)-Ua))(r(d)-T(c))sOO, 
then we have 
(3.10) 
lim inf sup 
IW+s)--r(t)1 
A10 ,,S,G]_,, o:::,, a(h)(2 log(l/h))1/2S1 ‘.” 
as well, and consequently in the latter case 
(3.11) 
Ir(t++m)l =1 as 
‘;E ,,G:?-,, o(h)(2 log(l/h))“2 . ’ 
Theorem 3.2. Let {r(t), --oo< t <CO} be an almost surely continuous mean zero 
Gaussian process as in Lemma 3.1 and assume that o( .) of (3.1) is as in (3.6) of 
Lemma 3.4. Then we have 
II-(t+h)-r(t)1 
lim Sup O,“:y_h ,,E;h (210g(l/h))“2-* S ’ + cU “‘.’ h10 
(3.12) 
where C, is defined as in Lemma 3.4. IL in addition, we have also the condition (3.10), 
then we have 
lim sup 
IW-tS)--(t)l 
h10 Os;:y_h o:::, a( h)(2 log( l/ h))‘/’ a ’ “” 
(3.13) 
Theorem 3.3. Let {r(t), -a< t <OO} be an almost surely continuous mean zero 
Gaussian process as in Lemma 3.1. Let O< ar< T (T > 0) be a monotonically 
non-decreasing function of T for which 
T/ ar is monotonically non-decreasing. (3.14) 
We dejine 
H,(T,a,)=Ir(T+a,)-T(T)I, 
H,(T +sp~, [W-+4-W-)\, 
<ST 
H2(T a,)= SUP Ir(t+a,)-T(t)\, 
"S-rST-or 
ff,((T, a,>= SUP SUP lm++W, OS,ST--a, OSFc_ST 
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and put 
&- = (2U2(aT)(log( T/a,)+log log T)))“‘. 
We assume that a( a) of (3.1) is as in Lemma 3.3, as 
Theorem 3.1 holds true. Then 
well as that condition (3.10) of 
lim sup&Hi(T, a,)= 1 a.s., i=O, 1,2,3. 
T-13 
(3.15) 
If we have also 
lim log( T/ aT)/log log T = 00, 
T-X 
then 
(3.16) 
lim pTHi( T, aT) = 1 a.s., i = 2, 3. 
T+cn 
(3.17) 
Remark 3.1. If in Theorem 3.1 we replace r( .) by a standard Wiener process then 
q’(h) = h, condition (3.10) is automatically satisfied, and Theorem 3.1 reduces to 
the classical P. Levy modulus of continuity for Brownian motion (cf. e.g. Theorem 
1.1.1 in Csiirgii and Rev&z [8]). Theorem 3.3 similarly reduces to the results of 
CsorgB and R&&z for Brownian motion in [8] (cf. also Theorem 1.2.1 in [S] as 
well as Remark 1.2.1 and Corollaries 1.2.1- 1.2.3 there which, mutatis mutandis, 
hold also for r( *) as in Theorem 3.3 here). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Using Lemma 3.2, the proof of (3.9) is, mutatis mutandis, 
exactly the same as that of the first part of the P. Levy modulus of continuity in [S] 
(cf. page 26 of this reference). In order to verify (3.11) it suffices to show that we have 
r(t+h)-r(t) 
li:!:“f Os::Hi_,j a( h)(2 log( l/h))“’ 
2 (1 - E)i’2 as. (3.18) 
For any integer i>O, (T((i+l)h)-T(ih))/a(h) zN(O, l), and these random vari- 
ables are assumed to satisfy condition (3.10). Let rT zN(O, 1) be independent 
random variables (i = 0, 1, . . . , l/[h]). Then by condition (3.10) and Lemma 3.5 we 
have 
P max 
r((i+l)h)-r(ih)<u 
OGisl/[h]-1 q(h) - 
SP 
O=isl/[h] 
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where the last inequality is valid for u 22 and follows from independence of the 
r? and from well-known tail estimations of the unit normal distribution (cf. e.g. 
(1.1.1) in [8]). Consequently we have also 
P sup 
I 
T(t+h)-T(t) 
s (2(1-E) log(l/h))“’ 
Osrsl-h a(h) I 
SP 
I 
max r((i+l)h)-I’(ih) 
OSl~l/[h]~l c(h) 
s(2(1-E)10g(l/h))1’2 
h’p’ ‘-(Mnlog(l/h))‘:’ ) 1”h’s exp( - (I& ,o$l;,h))‘,‘)’ 
Let now h = h, = l/n. Then the latter inequalities imply 
b i 
T(t+1/n)-I-(t) 
s (1 - ,p 
n=, “c,:l),,n a(l/n)(2 log n)“* I 
< 
j, exp( - (lrjT Ino;! n)l/2) <*, 
and by the Borel-Cantelli lemma we conclude 
lim inf 
T(t+l/n)-T(t) 
S(l-a)“* a.s. 
n+m OS,s?,n a(l/n)2 log .)“2 
(3.19) 
Considering now h,,, 4 h <h,, we have 
r(f+h)-r(t) 
,,zs:t!?_, u(h)(2 log(l/h))“’ 
= sup 
Ur+h,+,)-T(t)+T(t+h)-T(r+h,+,) 
Osrsl-h v( h)(2 log( l/ h))“’ 
2 
Uf+hn+,)-r(t) 
o=l= I-t::u+,,,, dh,+ )(2 1og(l/h,+,))“2 
dh,+,)(2 losWhn+,))“2 
a(h)(2 log(l/h))“2 
-2 sup sup 
r(t+s)-r(t) 
n-l~-l~l/(n(n+l~~O--~--l/(n(ntl)) dll(n(n + 1)))(2@d(ll(n(n+ 1))))“’ 
x dll(n(n + 1)))(2 log(ll(n(n+ 1))))“’ 
(r(h)(21og(l/h))“* ’ 
By regular variation of o(. ) at zero, with h,,, s h < h, we get 
h-n dh,,+,)(2 los(llh,+,))“‘l(o(h)(2 log(l/h))“2 = 1, 
n+cc 
(3.20) 
while 
(3.21) 
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Consequently, the above inequality with h,,, d h < h, implies that we have (3.18) 
by (3.19) and (3.9) combined with (3.20) and (3.21) respectively. This also concludes 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. q 
Proof. of Theorem 3.2. Using Lemma 3.4 with u = (1+ s)(2 log( l/h2)“2, the proof 
of (3.12) can be given along the lines of the first part of the P. Levy modulus of 
continuity in [8]. 
A proof of (3.13) can be given along the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.1, leading 
up to (3.19), which clearly implies (3.13). 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Using Lemma 3.3 and condition (3.14), the proof of 
lim sup &H3( T, Us) 5 1 a.s. (3.22) 
T-00 
is, mutatis mutandis, exactly the same as that of (1.2.11) in [8]. 
Next we define 
B(T) = PT(~( T) - r( T- UT)), 
and prove 
lim sup B(T) 3 1 a.s. 
T-K 
Since (r(T) -r( T-a,))/c~(a,) zN(O, l), for T large enough we have 
P{B(T)z~-E}z 
exp( - (1 - s)2(log( T/a,) + log log T)) 
(2#‘(2(log( T/a,) + log log T))“’ 
with any F > 0. Let T, = 1 and define Tk+, by 
T ktl-UT,,, =Tk ifp<l 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
and 
T ktl = 0 
k+l if p=l, 
where 0> 1 and lim aT/ T = p. (Note that condition (3.14) implies that UT is a 
continuous function of T and that T - aT is a strictly increasing function of T if 
p < 1). If p < 1, then (cf. p. 33 in [8]) 
j,( T 2; T)‘-‘=W k k 
and, by condition (3.10), trivially (or via Lemma 3.5) 
P{(B(Tk)z(L-&))n(B(T/)a(L-&))] 
~P{B(Tk)~l-~}P{B(T,)~l-~}, k#f. 
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Consequently, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma (cf. P3(b) with c = 1 in Spitzer [36]), 
we have (3.23) when p < 1. In case of p = 1, ark+, 2 Tk+, - Tk if k is big enough. Hence 
B(T,+,)sP,+,IT(Tk+l)-r(Tk)l-P~~+, SUP ~W4-&4l. 
Oc-U~“T~ 
BY (3.22), 
lim sup Pr,,, sup IT(7J-T(u)lG2eT1’*, 
k+ao OSU=GU=T~ 
(3.25) 
and due to 
(r( Tk+l) - r( Td)/d+,+l) %4 11, 
we have (cf. (1.1.1) in [S]) 
P{ &+,lr( Tk+,) - T( Tk)l > 1 - &} = O(k-(‘-E)*e’(ep’)). 
Now for any given B > 0, choosing 8 big enough and applying again the just quoted 
Borel-Cantelli lemma in Spitzer [36], we get 
liI;p~pp,+,lr(T,,,)-r(T,)I~l-& a.S. (3.26) 
A combination of (3.25) and (3.26), and choosing 8 big enough yield (3.23) when 
p= 1. 
So far, by (3.22) and (3.23), we have verified (3.15). We note also that p = 1 if 
and only if a7 = T, i.e. in this case (3.15) for i = 2, 3 reduces to the classical law of 
the iterated logarithm forms. 
In order to verify (3.17), we let 
C(T) = SUP PT~W+QT)-W)I 
OS,ST-a, 
and, using also the condition (3.16), we show 
lim inf C( T) 3 1 as. 
T+oO 
Consider the random variables 
PT(r((k+I)a,)-r(ka7)) (k=O, 172,. . .,[Tla,l-1). 
By condition (3.10), 
E(P,(T((k+l)a,)-T(ka,))P,(T((I+I)a,)-T(Ia7))~0, 
and Lemma 3.5 and (3.24) together imply 
(3.27) 
“(l_(2L)“)[T’aJ ‘2exp(-(:)‘(&)‘+&). 
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By condition (3.16) we have 
j;, exp( -(;)‘($j)‘-‘) <a, 
and hence also 
lim inf C(j) 2 lim inf 
.i-‘= j-m 
O-_ksax l~,p,jr((k+l)uj)-r(kaj)I~ l as. (3.28) 
5 
Considering now the case of in-between-times j s T < j + 1, we first observe that 
0 s aT. - aj and that, by condition (3.14), 0 4 aT. - aj s ai/j s Sa, for any 6 > 0, if 
j < T < j + 1 and j is big enough. Hence, for j < T < j + 1 and j large, we have 
C(T)2 Osk~~~ ,_,P,+~(~((k+l)~j)-~(k~j)) 
a/ 
- sup SUP PTIm++-r(t)l. (3.29) 
OS-r=T~So, O=sS&Z, 
By (3.22) and because F( *) is assumed to be a regularly varying function at infinity, 
we obtain 
lim sup sup sup PTlUf++r(t)l 
l-+m O=S,=T~So, 0=.\=&17 
< lim sup @~2(S+)(log( T/(h)) +log log T))“* = s,,2, 
r+m (2c2(a,)(10g( T/c+) +log log T))“* 
This by (3.29) and (3.28) also completes the proof of (3.27), and hence also that of 
the Theorem, on observing also that pj+I/@, 4 1 as j + ~0. 0 
4. Moduli of continuity of infinite series of OU processes 
Here we apply the results of Section 3 to the stationary Gaussian process X( .) 
obtained in Theorem 2.1. We have remarked already (cf. (2.15)) that for the latter 
mean zero Gaussian process we have 
a2(s)=E(X(t+s)-X(t))*=2 f (yk/hk)(l-exp(-&s)), s>o. (4.1) 
k=l 
Furthermore, we note also that we always have (3.10) with r( .) replaced by our 
X( .) since, on using (2.14), for a< b < c < d we obtain 
E(X(b) -X(a))(X(d) -X(c)) 
= kg, z (ep+(d-b) _e-A,(dpa) _e~Al(c~b)+e-Ax(c~o)) < 0. 
(4.2) 
Before stating our main results concerning X( . ), we make some further remarks 
on o(s). 
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Remark 4.1. EX’(t) = CF=‘=, yk/A,, <a implies lim,l,cT(s) = 0, because for any 
arbitrarily small E > 0 we can choose n = n(&) so large that 
f (YJ&)(l -exp(-Q)) s & for all s > 0, 
k=n+, 
and hence, for s small enough, we have 
Remark 4.2. If r, =Cr_:, -yk <a, then 
and by Theorem 3.1 we have L&y’s Hiilder modulus of continuity (4r,h log( l/h))“” 
for X( . ). The latter was first proved by Csiirgii and Lin [6] by direct calculations 
for the process X( . ). 
From Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and by (4.2) the following general results are immediate 
for X( .). 
Theorem 4.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1 and assuming that cr( *) of (4.1) 
is a regularly varying function at zero with positive exponent, we have 
‘;F os::p_,, ,,::!h u( h)(2 log( l/ h))“’ = ’ as. ’ 
Theorem 4.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1 and assuming that u(s) of (4.1) 
is as in (3.6) of Lemma 3.4, with CT>; we have 
lim sup sup 
IX(t+h)-X(t)1 
“‘.’ /IlO ,,<,s,_h “::fl,> 2(log(l/h))“2P” G ‘+ “I 
Iim sup sup 
(X(t+h)-X(t)1 
h10 a;,-,~h”~~-Pha(h)(210g(l/h))“2~1 ‘.” q 
Remark 4.3. We note that U( .) of (4.1) does not have the form required by Lemma 
3.3. Hence Theorem 3.3 has no interpretation in terms of X(. ). However it (Theorem 
3.3) contains Theorems 3 and 4 of Ortega [28] in case of his (Y E (0, i]. 
We have already seen an example of Theorem 4.1 in Remark 4.2. In order to 
further illustrate the contents of Theorems 4.1, 4.2, we give another example where 
g( .) of (4.1) is regularly varying, as well as one when it is as in Lemma 3.4. 
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Example 4.1. Let f(x) be a strictly increasing regularly varying function (f(x) = 
x”L(x), (Y > 1) at infinity. Then its inverse S*( U) = u ‘laL*( u) is also regularly vary- 
ing. Define yk = 1, Ak =f( k) (k = 1,2, , . . ). Then 
Let sf(x) = q i.e. x =f*(v/s), and assumeS*‘(x) - (l/~)~“~-‘L*(z) (z+oo). Then 
we get 
a2(s) -1 I 
cc 
L*( l/s).?‘” 
(Y \/(I) 
u’/am2(1 -e-“) =& du 
= s’-““L,(s), 
where L,(s) is slowly varying at zero. 
Example 4.2. Let yk = 1, hk = k(log k)” (k = 1,2,. . . ), a >$. Then 
a”(s)= f 
1 
k=, k(log k)” 
Cl _e~.MlogkY”) 
--I 
cc 1 (1 _ e=(&‘x)“) dx 
1 x(log x)lY 
I 
u- 
1 - e-.‘U 
ZZ ~ P’(U) du, 
0 u 
where cp( .) is the inverse function of x(log x)~. Since q’(u) - (log u))” as v + ~0, 
we get 
I--a 
ff2(s) , SlO. 
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